. A partially ordered set (P, <) is said to have property I iff for any sequences {x"}nB(JJ, 0'm}met0 in P with jc" <ym for all «, m, there exists jcGP suchthat xn<x <yn for every «. In [15] , the Vitali-Hahn-Saks and Nikodym theorems are extended to finitely additive measures defined on a Boolean algebra with property I. That property I plays an important role is further emphasized in [16] and our debt to this paper should be acknowledged. Closely related to these results [15] is that for sequences in the Banach dual of C(X), the space of real-valued continuous functions on the compact Hausdorff space X, the notions of weak and weak* convergence coincide, provided that the Riesz space C(X) has property I. This result is due to Grothendieck [8] if X is Stonian and Andô [3] if X is a-Stonian. It is of interest then to point out that there are connected spaces X for which C(X) has property I. One such example is ßR+ -R+ where |3R+ is the Stone-Cech compactification of R+, the nonnegative reals [7] .
0. Introduction. A principal aim of this paper is to place in perspective, via the theory of Riesz spaces, a number of classical results concerning sequences of countably additive measures, along with some of their various extensions to finitely additive measures. The results referred to are the well-known convergence theorem of Vitali-Hahn-Saks [14] , [17] and the boundedness theorem of Nikodym [13] . Of the more recent extensions of these theorems to finitely additive measures, we wish to mention explicitly the papers of Andô [3] , Seever [15] and Wells [16] . A partially ordered set (P, <) is said to have property I iff for any sequences {x"}nB(JJ, 0'm}met0 in P with jc" <ym for all «, m, there exists jcGP suchthat xn<x <yn for every «. In [15] , the Vitali-Hahn-Saks and Nikodym theorems are extended to finitely additive measures defined on a Boolean algebra with property I. That property I plays an important role is further emphasized in [16] and our debt to this paper should be acknowledged. Closely related to these results [15] is that for sequences in the Banach dual of C(X), the space of real-valued continuous functions on the compact Hausdorff space X, the notions of weak and weak* convergence coincide, provided that the Riesz space C(X) has property I. This result is due to Grothendieck [8] if X is Stonian and Andô [3] if X is a-Stonian. It is of interest then to point out that there are connected spaces X for which C(X) has property I. One such example is ßR+ -R+ where |3R+ is the Stone-Cech compactification of R+, the nonnegative reals [7] .
The results of Seever and Wells are based, to a large extent, on the well-known characterization of Grothendieck [8] of relatively weakly compact sets of Radon measures. Grothendieck's criterion has recently been extended to the setting of Riesz spaces by Fremlin [6] and Burkinshaw [4] , and these results shall provide the major tool for our investigation, which will be centered on Riesz spaces with property I and Riesz spaces with the principal projection property such that the Boolean algebra of principal components of each positive element has property I. This latter class of Riesz spaces, for brevity, will be said to have property PI.
Throughout the paper, L will denote an Archimedean Riesz space whose order dual L~ is separating. By ¿~ (resp. P~) will be denoted the band of normal integrals (resp. integrals)-on L. IL will denote the order ideal generated by L in L~~. A sequence {/"}"ew C L will be called disjoint if l/"l A \fm\ = 0 for all n, m. Here co denotes the set of natural numbers. The principal result of the paper is the following (Theorem 4.5) and extends the HahnVitali-Saks theorem referred to above. (c) // {0"} C L~ (resp. L~), then <j> G L~ (resp. L~).
Theorem 4.7 extends the Nikodym boundedness theorem and states that if L has property I or property PI, then a subset A of the order dual L~ is pointwise bounded on L if and only if A is uniformly bounded on each order interval of L. The main result of Andô [3] is extended in Theorem 4.8 and contains as an immediate corollary the well-known lemma of Phillips [5] . Finally the results of §5 extend some of the work of Moore and Reber [12] .
1. Preliminary results. The fundamental result on which the paper rests is the following extension of Grothendieck's characterization of relatively weakly compact sets of Radon measures.
Theorem A. // L is an Archimedean Riesz space, the following are equivalent for a subset A C L~. The equivalence of (i)-(iii) is proved by Burkinshaw [4] and derives from the work of Kaplan [9] which in turn stems from Amemiya [2] . The equivalence of (i)-(iii) with (iv) is due to Fremlin [6] .
A subset A C L~ will be called \a\(L~, L) bounded if and only if sup {101(e): <t> G A} < °° for every 0 < e G L. We shall need the following result due to Fremlin [6] (see also [9] ).
Theorem B. // L is an Archimedean Riesz space the following are equivalent for a subset A C L~: It is a pleasure to thank 0. Burkinshaw and D. H. Fremlin for making available their results prior to publication and for their comments on an earlier version of this paper.
2. Riesz spaces with property I. In this section we wish to gather some remarks concerning Riesz spaces with property I which are essentially known. The first is an analogue of Theorem 2.2 of [15] . It is appropriate at this point to make an observation due to the referee and bring to the reader's attention the paper of Amemiya [1] . Let $ C L+ satisfy 00$, u, u G $ =*• u A u G $, and uGq>, w > w => w G 3>. Denote by /($) the collection of intervals {[0, u]: u G 4>}. Amemiya shows that if L is a Dedekind complete Riesz space, then L may be endowed with a topology which has Baire's property with respect to translates of the members of /(<3>). (A topological space (X, t) is said to have Baire's property with respect to a family A of subsets of X if, whenever {P"}"ew C X is a sequence of closed sets such that Uneu>P" contains a member of A, it follows that at least one of the sets Fn already contains a member of A.) The fact that L is assumed Dedekind complete is not essential and an inspection of Amemiya's proof shows immediately that the natural domain for his principle is that L should have property I. As an application of his principle, Amemiya proves the following theorems. For details, the reader is referred to the paper [1] . In §4 of the present paper, the above results will be proved by a sliding hump technique which is applicable to a much wider class of Riesz spaces other than those with property I.
3. Riesz spaces with the principal projection property. In this section a few minor results will be presented which will make somewhat more transparent the relation of the results of §4 to the classical situation. Proof. The equality 101(e) = sup {10(A) I: 0 < lAl < e} is well known. It is clear that if 0 < ex, e2 G L satisfying ex A e2 = 0, ex + e2 -e, then 00?! -e2) < 101(e). Let e > 0 be given and let hGL satisfy 0 < IA I < e. By the Freudenthal spectral theorem [11] , there exist disjoint principal components {e,}"=1 of e and numbers {<*,•}"= x with bfl < 1 suchthat IA -Z"=1 o^K ee. Thus l0(A -2,"-xctiei)l < el0l(e), from which it follows that l0(A)l-el0l(e)< (£■*) < £ Kl l*(e,)l < Z l*íe¿)l = *(<?' -e"), i=i i=i where e' = S{e,.: 0(e,-) > 0} and e" = 2{ef: 0(ef) < 0}. Since e A e" = 0 and e' + e" = e, it follows that 101(e) < sup {<t>(ex -e2): 0 < ex, e2, ex A e2 = 0, ex + e2 = e} and the proof is complete. Proof. The implication (i) => (ii) is obvious. If (i) does not hold, there exists e > 0, a sequence {<pn} CA and a disjoint sequence {/"} C [0, e] such that l0" \(fn) > e for « G co. Denote by f'n the component of e in the principal band generated in L by /", for «6u, and note that the sequence {f'n} is disjoint and that f'">fn for « G to. Since each principal component of a principal component of e is again a principal component of e, it follows readily from Proposition 3.1 that there exist principal components {e"}"ew of e with en </^ and l0n(e")l > e/2 for « G co, so (ii) does not hold and the proof is complete. (ii) sup {l0(e" -em)l:0G^4}-»0 as «, m -* °° for each monotone sequence {en} of principal components of e.
(iii) sup {l0l(e"): 0G.4} ->■ 0 as n -*■ °° for each disjoint sequence {en} of principal components of e.
Proof. The implication (i) ■* (ii) is obvious. That (ii) ■* (iii) follows from Proposition 3.2 and the observation that if {e^} is a disjoint sequence of principal components of e, then en = SjLj e'¡ is a monotone sequence of principal components of e. The implication (iii) => (i) follows from Theorem A and Proposition 3.2. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.5 below and will be omitted. A (e -nf)+ holds for all « G co, it follows from g </ that g A (f~ e/n)+ t" £. Since g < (e -«/)+ implies £ A (f-elrif =g A (e-nff A (/-e/«)+ = 0, it follows that g = 0.
In particular then, 0 </ A A </ A (e-n/)+ for n G to implies / A A = 0.
Definition 4.2. The Riesz space L will be said to have property PI if L has the principal projection property and for each 0 < e G L, the Boolean algebra of principal components of e has property I.
It is easily seen that any Riesz space with the projection property, or which is Dedekind a-complete has property PI. Of course, the prime example of a Riesz space with property PI we have in mind is the Riesz space of real, finitelyvalued functions defined on a point set X and measurable with respect to a Boolean algebra of subsets of X which has property I. We come now to the principal result of this section. (c)// {0"}"ecj C L~ (resp. L~), then <pGL~ (resp. L~).
Proof. Assume first that L has property I and that (a) is not satisfied. Without loss of generality, assume that there exists e>0, 0 < e G P, a disjoint sequence {e;} C [0, e] such that l0"(e") I > e for all « G to. Let nx = 1 and find inductively a sequence of positive integers nk tk such that 10 Kenk+l) < e/2. This is possible since 2¡°=1 l0;l(efc) < l0;-l(e) holds for each / G to. Observe that KKk+x -<l>nkKenk+x)l>\4>nk+x(enk+1)\-lKkKenk+x)>e/2.
By suitable relabelling, it may therefore be assumed that l0"(e" >l0"fc(e"fc)l-|:i0"fc(e",.)l-e/3 >e/3 which contradicts the fact that 0 (A) ->■ 0 as k -> °°, and so (a) is proved. It is now an immediate consequence of Theorem B that {<j>n} is lal(¿~, P) bounded so it is immediate that the linear functional 0, defined by setting 0(f) = lhn"-oo0"(/) for /G P, is in fact order bounded. That <p(f) = lim"^,"4>n(f) holds for all fGIL follows immediately from the fact that {0"} C L" is relatively o(L~, IL) compact by Theorem A and so (b) is proved.
Suppose now that {<pn} C L~ and that 0 </"-l"0 holds for the sequence {/"} C L. Observe that by (i) of Theorem A it follows that inffc sup,, l0"IC/fe) = 0. This implies immediately that 0 G L~ and a similar calculation holds for the case that {0n} C P~.
If the Riesz space P has property PI rather than property I, the proof of the theorem is virtually identical. Via Proposition 3.2, it is only necessary to work with disjoint sequences of principal components, rather than with all order bounded disjoint sequences.
The above Theorem 4.5 extends the classical theorem of Vitali-Hahn-Saks [14] alluded to in the Introduction. It is now an easy matter to extend the boundedness theorem of O. Nikodym [13] . Denote by {^¡}leI the set 0I* atoms of B, and for each finite subset t CI let Pr = 2ieTP^., where P^ denotes the projection of L~ onto the principal band generated by i//GP~. Observe PTtTP and let QT be the projection of IL onto the carrier band in IL of the band PTP~. Let e>0 be given and 0 </G IL. Since QTf tT Qf, it follows from Theorem A and Theorem 4.5 that there exists an index t0 such that sup"ew {\<f>n \(Qf -QT /)} < e. Note that (P* !*!)(/)= I(P1>0)(/)I holds for each atom \p, each 0 G P~, and 0 </GIL. Thus (Pl*"l)Cn = (PI0JXÖO < sup {P\<t>nKQf-QTQf)} + (Pl0j)(Oro/) n <e+Z (P+^nW) =e+ Z l(P#>»)C0L
It follows that lim^^P^IJOO < e and the theorem is proved.
Denote by b.a. (2W) (resp. c.a. (2")) the Riesz space of all real-valued, bounded, additive (resp. countably additive) measures on the Boolean algebra of all subsets of to. relatively compact. From this remark, it is clear that (i) * (hi) =* (ii). Thus it is only necessary to prove the implication (ii) => (iii) and to this end assume that A is o(L~, L) relatively compact but that (iv) of Theorem A is not satisfied. Without loss of generality it may be assumed via Proposition 3.2 that there exists e>0, 0<eGZ, a sequence {0"} CA and a disjoint sequence {e"}"eaj of principal components of e suchthat l0/l(en)<e for / < n and \<j>n(en)\>2e
for « G to. By a diagonal process, it may be assumed further that lim"_>oo0"(efc) exists for Je G to. Let i/r" = 0" -0"_j so that I0"(e")l > e for « G to and 0"(efe) -> 0 as « -► °° for Je G to. It follows from Phillips' lemma that there exist subsequences {nj}, {mj} of co and a number )3>0 such that \\pm (Zjen.)\ > ß > 0 for each k G to. If 0 is any o(L~, L) accumulation point of {0mfc}, then l0(2/e".)l>/3>O and for each integer N, H^jLi <v) = 0.
However, since 0G/,~, 0(2Jlj e".) = limN_,aoyp(E^Lx en) = 0. This is a contradiction and so the proof is complete. A similar result for normal integrals is valid, and this we state without proof. In particular, the Mackey topology t(L, L~) is a locally convex Riesz topology.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (iii) follows from Theorem 5.2 above. As is noted in [12] , (iii) holds with P replaced by D. Since D~ = L~ the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) again follows from Theorem 5.2. references
